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The Beginning (2001) Robert Ben Freund

Pensive Dance (2002)        Steven Backer
Thomas Baucom, piano; Marcus Hunt, cello; Charity Vogt, violin

Shade of Evening (2002)        Steven Backer
Thomas Baucom, piano; Marcus Hunt, cello; Charity Vogt, violin

Switch Station Soundtrack (2001)       Jason Aylward

Decomposition No. 0 (2001)        Steven Backer
I.    [1:50]
II.  [1:50] 
III. [1:50]
IV. [1:50]

Pieces by Steven Backer are presented in partial fulfillment of a minor in Music Composition.



The Beginning is  an experiment  with a single  plucked string timbre.   It  came about 
almost by accident while I was experimenting with some new music software.  I first 
constructed a simple pattern of notes using this timbre in a sequencer program I was 
testing out.  I almost forgot about the resulting little ditty until I needed a sample to load 
into a sampler program I was trying out a few days later.

After loading the original music into the new sampler program, I was able to build 
layers of sound using this original piece.  The longer I held down a key on the sampler, 
the longer the new layer would play, only pitch shifted up or down depending on the key. 
The music soon took on new life.  At times, individual string plucks merge into a solid 
organ-like timbre.  A few MIDI drum samples cut in and out of the last few minutes of 
the mix.   Additional  manipulations  were created  to enhance  the climactic  buildup of 
sound, and the fadeout of sound at the end of the piece.

The Beginning was created using Orion Pro as a sequencer, and Mellosoftron as a 
sampler.  Additional sound manipulations and track mixing were done using Cool Edit 
Pro.

Pensive Dance, as the title suggests, is a short dance song written for a piano trio, and is 
based on traditional eighteenth century technique and form.

Shade of Evening moves away from eighteenth century harmony and makes moderate 
use of twentieth century techniques, such as quartal harmony.  At times, it rejects neatly 
molded melodies and form in favor of a less structured, more impressionistic style, while 
still sustaining its traditional roots.

Thousands of phone calls are individually handled by a single telephone switching station 
and remain completely transparent to the end user because of its near zero chance for 
error.  In Switch Station Soundtrack, I basically tried to represent this while keeping in 
mind that  each respective connection made by the switching station was not only an 
electrical circuit but a conversation being experienced by its corresponding users.  The 
dial tones and electronic operator voices are intended to represent an individual's calling 
experience,  while  the  mass  of  voices  and electronic  sounds convey the less  personal 
complexity of the machine connecting all calls.

Fourier analysis of sound is based on the principle that all sound events, no matter how 
complex, can be represented as the sum of a set of sound waves at varying frequencies 
and amplitudes.  Decomposition  No. 0 extends this concept to show that total silence can 
also be broken down into a combination of complex discrete sound events, so long as an 
overall sense of balance is maintained.

The first movement presents the source material  that makes up the subsequent 
movements.  Movements II through IV present individual and distinctive personalities in 
sound space, and incorporate very precise control over all frequency components during 
every second.  These latter three movements are presented over an interval of time, so 
that each one can be perceived and observed as an individual component born out of 
silence.  However, if these three movements were played simultaneously, only the silence 
from which they came would be heard.

This piece was made using additive synthesis methods to generate complimentary 
sets of sounds.  It was realized through the pcmusic programming language for synthesis, 
and Cool Edit  Pro for sequencing.   Nothing from John Cage’s  4’33”  influenced this 
work.


